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가로조합

GHOSTPASS

GEOPLAN CO., LTD.
+82-31-689-5541

www.geoplan.kr

sungyeon.yun@geoplan.kr
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Company Introduction

+82-10-9946-3007

www.ghostpass.ai

yj.choi@ghostpass.ai

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtPrr8hy-WM

Company Introduction

세로조합

We provides UWB-based positioning services for tracking vehicles, people and assets indoors. With over ten years of
experience as its foundation, the Geoplan team commercialized their innovation to create a complete precise location
product and platform.
We are trusted name in the industry, validated by global company such as Samsung electronics, Hyundai motors and many
others.
Using UWB measuring technology, we are developing and supplying solutions to various industries. We have been working
on more than 200 projects based on our long experience and reliable technology, and we are constantly striving to create
customer value.

GhostPass is a startup developing a biometric payment solution with A.I. and personal information sovereignty technologies.
We offer a trustable and safe bio-payment environment through PIS so that our users do not need to be worried about their
biometric information leakage, which is the biggest prolem of the current bio-payment solutions. Our vision is to be the
top 1 in biometric payment market to be a unicorn company.
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Product Details

PIS payment solution app
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Product Details

Hardware for RTLS

A complete order/payment integrated solution
using facial recognition technology (PIS) (personal
information sovereignty identity authentication)
is provided in the form of a tablet kiosk.

1. Geo Locator(Anchor) : UWB Precision measurement control transmission
- Anchors are used to position the tag in the tracking area.
2. Industrial TAG : Designed to be attached to a variety of assets. with long battery life, easy
mounting options to make accurate real time asset tracking for tough environments.
3. Portable TAG : with small coin battery powered, suited for people location tracking and
identification.

GEO SPACE(RTLS Software)
Geospaces is all-in-one software for seamless
information utilization, spatial analysis and complete
control of the Geoplan UWB RTLS platform. Set up
the software tools and features needed to plan the
Geoplan RTLS project and include robust features for
indoor positioning application services.
The information collected from the location engine
(GLE) enables smooth operation of the RTLS platform,
such as accurate location display, real-time location
monitoring, and customized environment settings.
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PIS Tablet kiosk
1. Face recognition → detected through a tablet kiosk camera installed
on the merchant table.
Transmitting the user's face (vector) data to the user's smart device →
determining whether the user matches or not.
Post-certification.
2. Completely enlarged through a tablet kiosk using Face Recognition
payment technology.
You can buy noodles.
3. The biometric and payment information registered/stored in the user's smart device and the tablet kiosk are linked.
Therefore, it is possible to authenticate and pay without carrying a payment method (credit card, smart device)
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Hills Engineering Co., Ltd.
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INTIN Inc.

+82-8736-6093

www.hillslogis.com

+82-10-4232-7753

www.becon-global.com

jubin6093@hillslogis.com

http://facebook.com/Hills-Engineering-100803638760751/

info@withbecon.com

https://www.facebook/withbecon
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Company Introduction

As a company that provides a standard platform for operating 5G and AI-based autonomous robots using IoT technology,
Hills Engineering is the Cloud Service Robotics Lab and the Research and Development Center for AI based Robot Operation
Standard Platform that can be applied to various business model autonomous robots by applying IoT technology.
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IoT / Living

Product Details

INTIN’s line of products are a self-diagnostic medical device designed to help solve everyday health care problems.
Anytime, anywhere, INTIN’s health platform will support the rights to health through OVIEW line products. Devices that are
easy to use, predictable to be diagnosed and following treatments.
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Lo-Robot® (Logis-Robot)
Lo-Robot(Logis-Robot) is the first product to enable AI-based operations and
5G-based remote management.
This operation/management system maximizes user convenience by enabling robot
operation efficiency optimization, autonomous maintenance and remote AS.
Unlike other products with separate functions of autonomous driving, a function to
follow pickers, and the shuttle system, these 3 functions are integrated in one LoRobot all together.

Company Introduction

Product Details

OVIEW-W, OVULATION TESTER
OVIEW-W helps women to check the ovulation date with saliva.
When the ovulation date approaches, OVIEW-W will check the salt content in the saliva found
due to the body's estrogen secretion. To make this easier to manage, OVIEW-W application will
perform image analysis for better understanding.

OVIEW-M PRO, SPERM TESTER
Smart self sperm test OVIEW-M PRO.

Coro-bot® (Corona-Robot)
Coro-Bot, an anti-virus universal disinfection robot, can be applied to
various places suffering from the current global pandemic including
nursing homes where their residents desperately need to be protected
against the novel coronavirus. This anti-virus disinfection robot is
equipped with V-Arm and H-Arm that are flexible and thus suitable for
many different environments. It also has an articulated robot arm to cover
uneven surfaces and an air circulator to sterilize airborne coronavirus
and other viruses with its far-infrared ceramic filter reaching 200 degrees
Celsius. All these components together can effectively disinfect every
venue people use.

Hey-bot® (Hey-bot)
'Hey-bot2' is an AI-based disinfection and guidance robot like the existing
Hey-bot. This robot can be used in important but vulnerable places such as
convention centers, hospitals, and negative pressure wards. The difference from
the existing Hey-bot is that it is downsizing and can pay more attention to
details. Based on self-driving, guidance, and disinfection functions, it effectively
kills viruses and restricts unnecessary social contact in the process of guiding
directions to destinations and disinfecting specific areas. In fact, this robot acts
as a docent bot in the Children's Museum in Korea. Hey-bot is an AI guide
robot that can open the era of "with coronavirus" safely and conveniently.
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Basic health check up for men
Health care through monthly sperm test
Content of men's health checks beyond infertility tests.
The average sperm count in men worldwide has dropped over 50% decrease over the
past 40 years.

OVIEW-MULTI, Respiratory diagnosis & treatment system
'Oview-Multi' anyone can receive a diagnosis of respiratory conditions
and receive a doctor's prescription through a mobile phone app to
proceed with treatment. The treatment for respiratory infections is
usually performed in the otolaryngology department that consists of
temperature measurement, respiratory rate measurement, and nasal
condition check. After diagnosis, the patient receives a prescription
from a doctor for treatment. It involves performing nasal washing or
inhalation, use of nebulizer (a device that inhales drugs in the form of
a spray), and LED treatment depending on the condition.
'Oview-Multi' can easily perform all these procedures at home. Each diagnosis and treatment are possible while replacing
the module in one main device. The measured data is linked to the hospital through the app, so the patient/user can
receive a prescription such as "a few milliliters of nebulizer capacity, a few minutes of LED treatment," and treatment after
module replacement.
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Kyeong Seong Technology Co., Ltd.
+82-51-783-3731

IoT / Living

PiQuant Co., Ltd.

www.topkst.co.kr

dhkim@topkst.co.kr
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Company Introduction
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+82-2-2088-8765

www.piquant.asia

littleprince@piquant.tech

https://www.linkedin.com/company/piquant-co.-ltd.

Company Introduction

We intend to realize high-quality social welfare services through social welfare informatization

PiQuant developed a compositional analysis solution based on spectroscopy.

We are certified as follows.
2018.11 Ministry of Employment and Labor "(Preliminary)SOCIAL ENTERPRISE" Certification (No. 2018-194)
2020.02 Ministry of Health and Welfare "Kindergarden Relief Service" Company registration (Busan Only)
2020.05 BUSAN REPRESENTATION START-UP COMPANY (ACE STELLA) Award
2020.06 BUSAN REPRESENTATION START-UP COMPANY (MILLION CLUP) Award
2020.12 Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency "Social entrepreneur" Award

PiQuant won the MWC 4YFN the first in Korea and won Seedstars the Best Innovation Award in 2017.

Our company's flagship product is "I-marker"
This product is outdoor activity missing prevention solution for infants and children
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Product Details

In addition, PiQuant’s technology improved the Signal to Noise ratio up to 48,000 times and it was published in Nature
Communications.
We are focusing on analyzing the water quality, heavy metals, skin status, and indoor air quality. We registered 9 patents and
applied for 15 patents.
PiQuant is the best analysis company in the world and has signed a partnership with Samsung Electronics, Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, and UNICEF.
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Product Details

I-Marker

Water-Scanner

Cloud-based solutions for preventing missing children and non-face-to-face IoT
detection solution "I-Marker"

‘Waterscanner’ is a portable IoT analysis device that measures E. coli and heavy metals in water
on-site and shows the result fast compared to the existing devices. WaterScanner transmits
data to the server and creates a water quality monitoring map.

- function 1. Automatic detection of fever children
Automatic measurement of fever children and checking history of children with
feved children.
2. Find missing children
Scan the signal to the missing child’s identifier through teacher’s smartphone in
the event of missing accident and alert when detecting the signal and children’s
information can be reported to the police station.
Wheelkerbell
IoT electric wheelchairs operation auxiliary integrated system “Wheelkerbell”
- Function 1. a motorized wheelchair a passenger fall Automatic
notification.
2. Voice notification on abnormal road.
3. an electric wheelchairs safety storage system.
4. Voice support for communication related to mobile
Pressing the botton on the touch-type panel allows you to
communicate your movement-related thoughts.
5. floor lighting to help determine the width of the electric wheelchairs passing by.
6. a combination of public data available to power wheel chairs users.
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Both No. 1A42

Limit of Detection: 100 CFU /mL
Analysis time: within an hour
We are working with Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation for the WASH project and PoC in India
and Vietnam. Also, we are working with KOICA and UNICEF.

AirQuant
‘AirQuant’ is an Indoor Air Quality Monitoring IoT Device that accurately detects
pollutants in real-time.
Possible to measure Particulate Matter (PM1.0, PM2.5, PM4.0, PM10), TVOC, CO2, CO,
SO2, NO2, temperature, and humidity.
Features: Real-time Indoor air quality dashboard & Connecting to the HVAC system
and Feedback Control
Certification: RoHS, CE, FCC, IC, KC, Korean PM detection performance certificate 1st
grade.
Use Cases: Factory, Company Office, School, City hall, Subway, Convention center,
Aquarium, Smart offices, Smart homes, etc.
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Edtech

AI / Big Data

Both ROBOGRAM
No. 1A42

Robogram
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SMARTGOLF LLC
Robogram

+82-33-818-4871

www.robogram.org

scko2255@naver.com

ROBOGRAM

+1 917 720 3684

https://smartgolf.biz

contact@smartgolf.biz

https://facebook.com/smartgolfclub

로보그램

로보그램
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Company Introduction

Robogram Co., Ltd. makes it easy for the general public to understand and access the convergence algorithm, which is
emerging as the hottest topic in the rapidly evolving era of the 4th industrial revolution.
It's a company specializing in edutech that develops educational content.
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Product Details

Robomi
South of Cebu in the Philippines, there is a small village called
Moalboal. The meaning of Moalboal is 'turtle's egg' and it is
rated as one of the top ten diving spots in the world. We came
to Moalboal to find sea turtles. The sea of Moalboal has escaped
from the development and still preserve the beauty unspoiled.
Coral, tropical fish, schools of sardines, sea turtles and underwater
environments all filmed in vivid "3D VR" for your viewing pleasure.
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Company Introduction

SMARTGOLF is a company that studies golf physics and AI.
Through advanced AI golf swing analysis techniques and remote connectivity, we aim to provide the simplest and most
sophisticated golf skill improvement tools.
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Product Details

SMARTGOLF AIX
The latest swing analyzer with detachable weights and straps on the club head and artificial intelligence analysis application
provide automatic swing coaching solution.

클라우드용 아바타앱
*Mobile hands-on digital aquarium : Brought to your
doorstep, Reduction of travel time, Safety assurance
for kids
*3D VR Images about the ocean : Educational documentary
for kids, High sense of realism images
*Revenue enlargement by mobile application : Connecting
to game application
*Multi-touch screen configuration(10 points)
*Sound system equipped with wireless microphones
/ Equipped with a vehicle specific private generator
(Diesel fueled)
*Real-time surveilance with a smartphone through
interior and exterior vehicle CCTVs / Ensured safety
with equipped level jack
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ZENA Inc.
+82-53-583-9800

www.zenacare.net

info@zenacare.net
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Company Introduction

ZENA is a digital healthcare-based blockchain fintech startup that provides healthcare solution construction, 5G-based
remote treatment, and medical/health my data mobile platform services for domestic and foreign financial industries,
health/safety, and public institutions.
Founded in 2018, ZENA is a company with innovative technologies in fields such as Vision AI and Decentralized Identifier
(DID). and recognition technology, facial image-based user emotion inference technology, and user EEG-based mental
health analysis AI technology.
ZENA's technology complies with ISO, IHE/HL7 FHIR, oneM2M, and protocol of international standards for healthcare device
interoperability, and has KFDA and KC certifications.
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Product Details

zenacare
The zenacare solution is a solution specialized for early screening
and prevention/management of mental disorders. Through an
IoT device, the user's personal biometric information (brain/pulse
wave, blood pressure, blood sugar, body fat, body temperature,
etc.) and psychological questionnaire information are sent to
kiosks and tablet terminals. It collects and manages/shares
data through blockchain, analyzes the user's health condition
through an AI algorithm for mental health analysis, and provides
customized content Measurement support.

zenacare mobile App
The zenacare solution is a solution specialized for early
screening and prevention/management of mental disorders.
Through an IoT device, the user's personal biometric information
(brain/pulse wave, blood pressure, blood sugar, body fat, body
temperature, etc.) and psychological questionnaire information
are sent to kiosks and tablet terminals. It collects and manages/
shares data through blockchain, analyzes the user's health
condition through an AI algorithm for mental health analysis,
and provides customized content Measurement support.
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